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Abstract: Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is an autosomal recessive hereditary neuromuscular disease. Exon 7 and 8 of

survival of motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene or only exon 7 homology deletion leads to the failure to produce a full-length

SMN gene. The copy number of SMN2 gene with high homology of SMN1 affects the degree of disease and was the

target gene for targeting therapy, in which splicing silencer in intron 7 was the key to suppress the inclusion of exon 7.

In this study, we projected to use CRISPR/Case 9 for the targeted editing of intronic-splicing silencer (ISS) sequence to

promote the inclusion of SMN2 exon 7 and increase the production of SMN2 full-length (FL) gene expression. It

happens that there was a protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) at one end of the ISS sequence according to the design of

sgRNA. The recombinant vector of sgRNA HSMN2 CRISPR/Case 9 was constructed and transfected into HEK293 cells.

Sequencing results showed that the ISS sequence could be edited accurately and targeting in the predicted direction, in

which deleting small fragments, inserting small amounts and mutation. Quantitative analysis of RT-PCR products by

restriction enzyme of DdeI digestion showed that the FL of SMN2 increased by 8% (P < 0.05). In the primary cultured

chondrocytes of SMA mice, in which sgRNA HSMN2 CRISPR/Case9 recombinant vector transfection could increase the

SMN2 FL gene by 23% (P < 0.05) and significantly improve SMN protein levels (P < 0.05). CRISPR/Case 9 is an

effective tool for gene editing and therapy of hereditary diseases, but it is rarely reported in the treatment of SMA

diseases. This study shows that CRISPR/Case 9 was first used for the precision target of ISS sequence editing, which can

effectively promote the production of SMN2 FL gene expressions, in which there was an important clinical reference value.

Introduction

Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a rare autochromatic recessive
neuromuscular disorder characterized by degeneration of alpha
motor neurons in the anterior horn of the spinal cord (Burghes
and Beattie, 2009; Tisdale and Pellizzoni, 2015). Its clinical
manifestation is muscle weakness and muscle atrophy
(Crawford and Pardo, 1996). The mortality rate is very high
due to respiratory complications. It is the most common
genetic cause of infant mortality. One of about 6000 newborns
is affected, and about one in 40 newborns is a genetic carrier
(Alías et al., 2018; Kolb and Kissel, 2011; Pearn, 1978). The
pathogenic gene of SMA is survival of motor neuron 1
(SMN1), located at 5q13, in which exon 7 and 8 or only exon
7 homologous deletion, and then it was failure to expression

FL gene and protein (Brzustowicz et al., 1990; García-Cabezas
et al., 2004; Greensmith and Vrbová, 1997; Miskovic et al., 2011).

The SMN2 gene, the only one high homology with
human SMN1 in this repeat fragment region, might be a
multi-copy gene produced by gene replication in the genetic
process (Baker et al., 2013). Nucleotide 6 of exon 7 was
transformed from C in SMN1 to T (C6T) in SMN2.
Although it did not change the amino acid in translation, it
seriously affected the inclusion of exon 7 in SMN2
(Benchaouir et al., 2015; Lefebvre et al., 1995; Wu et al.,
2017). The limited amount of FL SMN protein expressed by
SMN2 is not enough to compensate for the defect of the
SMN1 gene, but it is essential for the survival of patients
(Prior et al., 2009). It is critical for the therapeutic of SMA
that increase the extent of exon 7 inclusion during splicing
of SMN2 (Arnold and Fischbeck, 2018).

An important ISS in intron 7 in the human SMN1/2
genes (Singh et al., 2006, 2017; Wan and Dreyfuss, 2017).
Using antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) blocks the ISS 10-27
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in the intron 7 in SMA mice, which effectively corrects SMN2
splicing and restores SMN expression in motor neurons after
intracerebroventricular injection (Hua et al., 2010; Passini et
al., 2011). Above all, the ISS 10-27 is a crucial inhibitor for
exon 7 inclusion of SMN2. Antisense oligonucleotides
(ASOs) can efficiently silence proteins with gain-of-function
mutations. However, naked ASOs have a short circulation
half-life and are unable to cross the blood–brain barrier
(BBB), warranting the use of a drug carrier for effective
delivery. Recently years, CRISPR/Case 9, the gene-editing
tools, were gradually used to correct gene mutation and
treat disease (Burnight et al., 2017; Demirci et al., 2019;
Long et al., 2016; Miao et al., 2019).

Here, this study aimed to edit the SMN2 ISS sequence by
CRISPR/Case 9, and investigate gene editing location about
the ISS sequence, which enhance the Exon 7 inclusion of
SMN2 and improve the SMN protein levels or not.

Materials and Methods

Vector construction
Target sgRNA was designed by online software (https://zlab.
bio/guide-design-resources) to construct the CRISPR/Cas9
targeting vector. Input SMN2 gene sequence in the
corresponding area on the website, select species, submit,
search for sgRNA in the target area of ISS, find sgRNA
sequence and input the specificity of gene bank blast
detection sequence to ensure the uniqueness of sgRNA, so as
to reduce the Miss effect of sgRNA as much as possible.
HSMN2 sgRNA oligo F: 5’–CACCG AAGAT TCACT
TTCAT AATGC–3’, R: 5’–AAACG CATTA TGAAA
GTGAA TCTTC–3’. The vector used in this experiment was
lentivirul CRISPR/Cas9 (pXPR_001). Referring to the Zhang
lab recombinant vector construction method operation

(Shalem et al., 2014). Finally, the sgRNA HSMN2
CRISPR/Cas9 recombinant vector was successfully constructed
by sequencing and analysis in positive clones (Fig. 1C).

Cell culture, transfection and sequencing
The human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells were
maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/
mL penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (HyClone), which
were cultured at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere.

The HSMN2 sgRNA recombinant vector was transfected
in HEK293 cell line with transfection reagent of petroleum
equipment institute (PEI) (Sigma) in a 6-cm dish. After 48
h of transfection, puromycin was added into the medium,
and the cells were cultured for 7 days formation of stable
cell lines and continuing to expand the culture reserve. The
cells were harvested by Dzup Genomic DNA Isolation
Reagent (Sangon). After adding anhydrous ethanol, the
white flocculent was picked up by tips, which was washed
with 75% ethanol, and dissolved in sterilized deionized
water as template.

PCR and product sequencing
The primers design was based on the SMN2 genome as a
template, and the left and right wings of exon 7 contained
some introns of the target sequence. Primer SMN2 G7
F: 5’–CAAGG GCACA TTCAC AGCT–3’, R: 5’–TTAGA
ACCAG AGGCT TGACG–3’, and the length of the PCR
product was 1277 bp. In vitro amplification system by
PCR, 2 × Taq Plus Master Mix (Vazyma), 12.5 μL;
primers F/R (10 μM), each 1 μL; template DNA, 1.25 ng;
sterilized deionized water, to a total volume of 25 μL.
PCR reaction procedure was 35 cycles 94°C for 30 s, 55°C
for 30 s, and 72°C for 40 s, the PCR product was detected

FIGURE 1. The lenti-CRISPR/Case 9 sgRNA recombinant vector constructed target for the ISS sequence in intron 7 of SMN2.
(A) Diagram of a partial segment of SMN2 allele (from exon 6 to 8) and in which the ISS sequence in red, the sgRNA HSMN2 sequence in the
black box, PAM corresponding sequence was underlined. (B) Diagram of the lentiCRISPR, in which the 2 kb filler was enzyme digested by
BsmBI and recombinant with sgRNA HSMN2 Oligo. (C) After transfection, the positive clones of recombinant lentiCRISPR sgRNA
HSMN2 were screened with ampicillin LB medium. (D) Identification by cloning sequencing.
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by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, purified, and sent to the
company for sequencing.

Cloning and Sequencing of PCR Products. Connection of
purified products of PCR in the above steps with T vector
(Sangon), transforming into TOP10 Active Cells (Sangon),
which were cultured in LB Luria-Bertani medium with
IPTG, X-Gal and AMP, and after culture 16 h in 37°C using
“white-blue plaque selection” for sscreening 10 positive
clones sequencing.

In vitro assessment of gene expression
The stable cell lines HSMN2 sgRNA vector transfection were
cultured 48 h in 6 cells plate with HEK293 as control. The cells
were harvested, and total RNA was extracted by TRIzol reagent
following the protocol of the manufacturer (BBI). Fist-strand
cDNA was synthesized with an M-MuLV reverse transcriptase
kit (Vazyma) and 1 μg RNA template per 20 μL reaction.

Splicing products were amplified semi-quantitatively with
forward primer E6-F: 5’–ATAAT TCCCCCACCA CCTCCC–
3’ and E8–467R: 5’–Cy5–TTGCC ACATA CGCCT CACAT
AC–3’ by 28 cycles (94°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 72°C
for 25 s). PCR products restriction enzyme digestion by DdeI
(Promega) and which were separated on 2% agarose gels,
followed signals were quantitated by image software, and
exon 7 inclusion was expressed as a percentage of the total
amount of spliced transcripts.

Primary cell culture of SMA mice and the effect of CRISPR
editing SMN2 gene on the FL expressions
The mice were cared for in a barrier system at 23 ± 2°C with a
humidity of 55 ± 5% following a 12 h light/12 h dark cycle
with free access to radiation-sterilized food and sterile water
and Use of Animals Committee of Nantong University
(China). The Taiwanese mouse model (Smn-/-, SMN22TG/0)
(Hsieh-Li et al., 2000) in FVB background was generated by
crosses as described (Sheng et al., 2018), which was a gift
from Krainer lab at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory.

Neonatal mice were tail-clipped and genotypes were
identified by genotype rapid identification kit (Vazyma).
The smn-/-, SMN22TG/0 mice were anesthetized on ice and
disinfected with 75% ethanol for 10 min. The cartilage tissue
of the limbs was cut and digested with collagenase II at
37°C for 3 h and then mixed every half hour. The digestion
was terminated by adding three times the volume of
collagenase II (Sigma) into the complete medium. Using a
40-μm diameter sterile filter, 1000 rpm, 5 min centrifugation,
discarded supernatant added PBS suspension, centrifugation
again discarded supernatant. After weight drop with 1 mL
complete medium, the cells were transplanted in a 6-cm
culture dish. After homogeneous and stable morphology,
chondrocytes were implanted into 6-well plates with density 3
× 105 cells/L. Three well of which transfected empty CRISPR/
Case9 vector as control, and other three well transfected
HSMN2 sgRNA CRISPR/Case9 vector. Cultured for 48 h,
harvested cells one of the 6-plate, the total RNA isolation, and
first-strand cDNA methods were similar to the above
described. The SMN2 FL expressions detected by real-time
PCR with primers SMN1/2-E5-F: 5’–ACCAC CCCAC TTACT
ATCAT GC–3’ and SMN1/2-E7-R: 5’–GAATG TGAGC
ACCTT CCTTC TT–3’ using SYBGreen Mix (Roche).

Harvested cells another 6-plate extracted total protein by lysis
buffer (Sangon) for the western blotting samples.

Western blotting
Protein samples separated by 10% SDS-PAGE gel and
electroblotted onto PVDF membranes (Roche). The blots
were probed with primary mAbs or polyclonal antibodies
(pAbs), after that by secondary rabbit anti-mouse or goat
anti-rabbit antibody (Sangon). Anti-β actin mAb (1:1000)
was generated at ZSGB-BIO, anti-SMN pAbs (1:200) was
purchased from Abcam. The membrane incubated with
Tanon™ High-sig ECL Western Blotting Substrate detection
reagents (Tanon Science & Technology) and then exposed
to X-ray film in Tanon-5200Multi Gel Imaging System
(Tanon Science & Technology). The scanned images were
imported into ImageJ software. The ratio of each band
divided by actin was calculated for the final results.

Statistical Analysis

Data were graphed as mean ± SD. Statistical significance was
analyzed by student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA with the
software SPSS 13.0. P < 0.05 was considered as significant.

Results

The CRISPR/Case 9 sgRNA recombinant vector constructed
target for the ISS sequence in intron 7 of SMN2
For targeting the ISS sequence (intronic-splicing silencers) of
intron 7 of the SMN2 gene, the sgRNA sequence was designed
(Fig. 1A). It happened that there was a PAM sequence at one
end of the ISS sequence (Fig. 1A). Moreover, this sgRNA
sequence is specific in the genome and appropriate for the
requirements of sgRNA design. More importantly, PAM is
only 9 bases close to exon 7 at the 5’ end of the ISS sequence.
It happens the reverse sequence CCA of TGG (Fig. 1A).
According to the editing characteristics of Case 9, which
guides Case 9 to delete and edit the 3’ end of CCA. It exactly
targets the ISS sequence (Fig. 1A). We constructed the SMN2
sgRNA using the lentiCRISPR V2 vector (Figs. 1B and 1C).
The recombinant vector lentiCRISPR V2 sgRNA SMN2 was
successfully constructed and analyzed by sequencing (Fig. 1D).

The CRISPR/Case 9 sgRNA precisely target edit ISS intron 7
sequence of SMN2 in HEK293 cell line
To detect the target editing of the ISS sequence, the primers
were designed on both wings of intron 7 in the genome
sequence. The product covers part of intron 6, whole exon 7,
whole intron 7, and part of exon 8. Using normal HEK293
cells as a control, the results of PCR showed that the size of
the products of the sgRNA recombinant vector edited was
similar to that of normal HEK293 cells (Fig. 2A), suggesting
that there was no deletion or insertion of large fragments.

Direct sequencing of PCR products showed that from the
PAM downstream side, the NGG complementary sequence
CCA has set peaks and continued downstream (Fig. 2B),
suggesting that there was gene editing in the PCR products
from CAA, but the specific editing situation required
monoclonal sequencing by connecting vectors. After
connecting the PCR products with T vectors, 10 monoclones
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were selected for sequencing (Fig. 2C). The result showed
that one clone had two base mutations and four
base insertions downstream of CCA. The second clone had
one base insertion, and the other eight clones were as
deleted edited, in which the longest deletion being 19 bases
and the least deletion for one base, except two clones
deleted CCA sequence and one and three bases to the
5’ end, the other six clones were deleted from the 3’-end
from CCA (Fig. 2D).

The editing of the ISS sequence enhances Exon 7 inclusion of
SMN2
The six pore plates of a cell line stably expressing sgRNA
CRISPR/Case 9 screened by puromycin were culture for 48
h, with normal HEK293 cell line as control. After 48 hours
of culture, the cells were harvest for extracted total RNA,
RT-PCR, the PCR products digestion by restriction enzyme
of DdeI, and 2% agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3A). By
calculating the gray value quantitatively, the proportion of
SMN2 gene FL was analyzed according to the calculation
formula. The results showed that SMN2 FL increased by
8.03% on average in HEK293 cells after editing the ISS
sequence (Fig. 3B).

The target editing of ISS effectively corrects SMN2 splicing and
restores SMN expression in vitro cultured primary cells from
SMA type I neonatal mice
Because the sgRNA recombinant vector was ultimately
designed to promote the inclusion of FL in the SMN2 gene,
while only the SMN2 gene was transfected in type I mice of
Taiwan model mouse, the primary culture of chondrocyte of
type I mice (Fig. 4A) was established. Six-well plates were
used to transfect the sgRNA recombinant vector with an
empty vector as control, and cells were harvested 48 h later.
Total RNA extracted and the expression of the SMN2 FL
gene was detected by real-time PCR. The results showed that
the expression of the SMN2 FL gene increased by 23%. The
difference was statistically significant (Fig. 4B). The total
protein extracted was used for the detection of the expression
of SMN protein by Western blot. The results showed that the
level of sgRNA targeted editing protein was significantly
higher than that of the control group (Figs. 4C and 4D).

Previous studies have shown that the splicing repressor
can inhibit the normal inclusion of exons by preventing a
series of splicing factors from combining with ISS sequences
(Fig. 5A) (Cartegni et al., 2002). The inclusion of exon 7 can
be promoted by target blocking the ISS sequence with ASO

FIGURE 2. The CRISPR/Case 9 sgRNA
precisely target editing the ISS sequence
of SMN2 in HEK293 cell line.
(A) PCR product of HEK293 and
transfection HEK293 cells were
sequenced, and (B) there were
overlapping peaks behind the position
PAM. (C) Mutation PCR products
linked to cloning vector pGEM-T easy
to obtain recombinant plasmids pGEM-
TEasy-G7, and then single cloning
sequencing, and sequence alignment to
HEK293. (D) The mutation positions
were in the ISS sequence, which agreed
with the theory.
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(Fig. 5B) (Hua et al., 2011). Here, sgRNA was used to
delete the ISS sequence, so as to promote the inclusion of
exon 7 (Fig. 5C).

Discussion

As SMN1 mutation causes SMA disease, targeting the SMN2
gene and promoting the inclusion of SMN2 gene FL were
critical for the treatment of SMA disease (Alías et al., 2018).

Pre-mRNA splicing is a dynamic process of eliminating
introns and connecting exons (Singh et al., 2018; Wang et
al., 2002). In which it involves splicing trans-acting factors
and cis-acting elements that important effects on splicing in
exons or their flanking introns, such as exonic-splicing
enhancers (ESEs), exonic-splicing silencers (ESSs), intronic-
splicing enhancers (ISEs), and intronic-splicing silencers
(ISSs) (Cartegni et al., 2002; Skordis et al., 2003). There was
an ISS sequence in SMN2 intron 7, using targeted blocking

FIGURE 3. The editing of the ISS
sequence enhances Exon 7 inclusion
of SMN2.
(A) HEK293 and puromycin selection
sgRNA HEK293 were cultured in six-
well plates, after 48 h, harvested cell
and extraction total RNA, using
SMN1/2 primer radioactive RT-PCR
analysis of SMN2 exon 7 inclusion,
FL, full-length transcript; Δ7, exon
7-skipped transcript; Inc%, 100 ×
FL/(FL + Δ7). (B) Statistical analysis.

FIGURE 4. The targeted editing of ISS
effectively corrects SMN2 splicing and
restores SMN expression in vitro
cultured primary chondrocyte from
SMA type I neonatal mice.
(A) The chondrocyte culture system
and transfection with sgRNAHSMN2
CRISPR case9 in six-well cluster
dishes, harvested cell, and extraction
of total RNA, using SMN1/2 FL
primer radioactive. (B) RT-qPCR
analysis of SMN2 FL mRNA levels.
(C) and (D) Extracted protein, using
Western blot analysis of SMN
protein levels.

FIGURE 5. Diagram of targeted blocking or deletion of the ISS
sequence promotes the inclusion of exon 7 of SMN2 gene.
(A) The splicing repressor can combine ISS sequence and inhibit the
binding of splicing factors through a series of complex mechanisms,
so as to promote the inclusion of exon 7. (B) By targeting the
blocking ISS sequence with ASO, the splicing repressor could not
combine the sequence so that the splicing can proceed normally. (C)
In this study, sgRNA was used to target the deletion of the ISS
sequence, which also prevented the binding of splicing repressor and
promoted the inclusion of exon 7.
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by ASO can promote the increase of FL gene and protein of
SMN2 gene, more importantly, that could rescue the type I
mice from 10 days to about 500 days (Hua et al., 2008,
2011). For ASO with a certain half-life, if the ISS sequence
was edited in genomic levels, which could be sustained
promote the expression increase of SMN2 FL.

In recent years, CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing technology
and gene therapy have become a research hotspot. There
was the genetic therapy of Duchenne muscular dystrophy
(DMD), in which the animal model of DMD was used for
in vivo experiments therapy. By constructing target edited
sgRNA, CRISPR/Cas9 was guided to precisely target delete
downstream PAM sequences in vivo. Exon 23 with a
nonsense mutation was deleted to form a DMD gene, and
the muscle pathology was improved, and the muscle
strength of mice was increased (Nelson et al., 2016;
Tabebordbar et al., 2016). Another study showed to convert
the SMN2 gene 840 T to C in iPSC induced from SMA
patient by two crRNAs and one sgRNA that recognized the
SMN2 Exon 7 locus (Zhou et al., 2018). Interestingly, there
happened to be the reverse sequence of PAM near the end
of exon 7 in the ISS sequence of SMN2 intron 7, in which
the sgRNA could guide CRISPR/Cas9 to edit to the 3’ end
of ISS from 5’ end. If the editing effect was with expected,
the ISS sequence will be deleted along the predetermined
direction, but not the reverse direction near exon 7, which
direction deletion results in loss of conserved sequence of
exon 7. The editing effect with expected that was verification
(Fig. 2), Two of the 10 clones are inserted mutation and the
others are deleted mutation, which can edit the ISS sequence
effectively. According to the analysis of the FL inclusion
ratio (Fig. 3), the editing effect effectively improved the
inclusion and increase of the FL gene by 8%.

SMN1 gene is highly homologous to SMN2 in human
cells, which dilutes sgRNA to target the editing of ISS
sequences in SMN2. In order to further verification of the
proportion of sgRNA recombinant vector in SMA mice to
promote FL after SMN2 editing, the SMA mice chondrocyte
culture system was established, which was used for target
editing by the sgRNA recombinant vector. Because only the
SMN2 gene was knocked in the mice without smn1, so only
real-time qPCR was needed to detect FL expression for
SMN2, and it does not need to be digestion by restriction
enzyme of DdeI.

In conclusion, the construction of sgRNA HSMN2
CRISPR/Case 9 recombinant plasmid could precisely target
editing the ISS sequence of intron 7 of SMN2, and
significantly promote the mRNA and protein levels of SMN2
FL in HEK293 or primary cell of SMA mice. Moreover, it is
worth constructing a virus to act on SMA mice in the later
stage, to study the life-saving effect of SMA mice, and to
study the expression of SMN2 gene FL in SMA mice.
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